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A healthier way to fry
Enjoy great tasting fried food with minimal fat

With Philips XXL Airfryer, you can make delicious fried food with up to 90% less

fat!* Not only can this new model fry food with less oil but it can also remove and

capture excess fat thanks to Twin TurboStar technology.

Healthy, delicious results every time

Twin TurboStar technology removes fat from foods

Delicious fried food with up to 90% less fat**

Recipe booklet with more than 30 delicious dishes

Family sized, versatile & fast cooking

XXL family size fits a whole chicken or 2 bags of fries

Fry, bake, grill and roast your favorite foods at home

Powerful Airfryer for fast cooking results

Simple to use, easy to clean

QuickClean basket with non-stick mesh cleans up in 90 secs

Dishwasher safe for all removable parts
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Highlights

Twin TurboStar technology

By combining a powerful heater and motor

with our new Twin TurboStar technology, the

hot air in the Airfryer swirls like a powerful

tornado – throughout the entire cooking basket.

Designed to extract more fat from your food

and capture it all in the fat reducer for easy

disposal. Philips Airfryer with Twin TurboStar

technology also saves you and your home

from the smell of fried oil compared to a

regular fryer.

Crispy taste & 90% less fat**

The Airfryer XXL uses hot air to cook your

favorite foods with little or no added oil, so you

can fry with up to 90% less fat**. Enjoy great

tasting fried food with minimal fat thanks to fat

removal technology.

Inspiring recipes

From quick healthy snacks to full family meals,

our free recipe book has more than 30

delicious ideas and easy-to-follow instructions

from professional chefs. Our Philips Airfryer

app is full of more tips, tutorials and easy-to-

follow recipes.

XXL family size

The Airfryer XXL is designed with your family

in mind. Make delicious meals for the whole

family every day. XXL capacity easily handles

a whole chicken, 3.1lb of fries (2 bags of frozen

fries), up to 6 portions for a whole world of

possibilities.

Fry, bake, grill or roast

The Airfryer XXL handles much more than just

frying. Grill, bake and even roast your favorite

foods for quick, delicious family meals. Our

Philips Airfryer app is full of tips, tutorials and

easy-to-follow recipes.

Powerful Airfryer

By combining a powerful heater and motor

with our new Twin TurboStar technology, this is

very powerful Airfryer for fast cooking results,

with instant heat-up so you're always ready to

get started.

No mess or odor

Airfryer’s QuickClean basket has a removable

non-stick mesh for easy cleanup. Both the

basket and removable drawer with non-stick

coating are dishwasher safe – and frying with

air saves you and your home from the odor of

traditional deep-frying.

Dishwasher safe

To save time and ensure hassle-free cleanup,

all removable parts are safe to clean in your

dishwasher.
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Specifications

General specifications

Product features: Automatic shut-off, Cord

storage, Dishwasher safe, Ready signal,

Temperature control, Recipe book & App,

QuickClean basket, Advanced Rapid Heat

Technology: Twin TurboStar technology

Service

1-year guarantee

Sustainability

Packaging: > 90% recycled materials

User manual: 100% recycled paper

Technical specifications

Power: 1725 W

Capacity basket: 1.4 kg

Weight and dimensions

Dimensions of product (LxWxH): 322 x 433 x

316 mm

Weight of product: 7.93 kg

Design

Color: Black

 

* Compared to a deep fat fryer and wok frying

* Compared to fresh fries prepared in a conventional

Philips fryer
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